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hazardous adventure. He was sighted by a cruiser
and taken on board, where he told a piteous tale.
Ten thousand of his people, inhabitants of villages
on the slopes of Jebel Musa (a commanding eminence
south of Alexandretta), he declared had been attacked
by their Turkish neighbours. The men defended
their homes until ammunition was exhausted. Then
step by step, encumbered with women and children,
they retreated to the sea. Fearful losses had been
sustained in the withdrawal, and half their number
were dead. The remnant on the beach was resisting
the foe as best it could. But the end was near : and
unless help came quickly no Armenian of Jebel Musa
would be left alive.
The Admiral's position was delicate. A personal
reconnaissance assured him of the truth of the priest's
grim story. On the other hand, the operation of
embarking off an open beach some thousands of men,
women, and children in face of hostile fire involved
considerable danger. Marines and naval ratings landed
to cover the operation might become entangled in
serious fighting, and their withdrawal in such con-
ditions prove a costly affair. It was a matter, also,
of grave consideration, whether the urgency of the
appeal justified the risk to the ships engaged in the
operation. The embarkation of the refugees would
take many hours to complete, and if the enemy
submarines became aware of the position of the
squadron conditions would favour an attack. Yet in
common humanity the Admiral could not leave the
Armenians to their certain fate on the beach: and
influenced by this motive he directed the whole
squadron to proceed at full speed to the locality.
Meanwhile he communicated the facts to Paris and
invited instructions. But the French Government,
however interested in principle in the fate of Armenia,
were occupied at that moment with matters of

